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had become ethereal and the city seemed to hang in the
air, under the clouds, with the rocks festooned below it
and looking pale against the warm blue of the Dead Sea.
Finally we saw a kind of mud plateau rising away into the
distance, and on this was Ziza, which consists merely of a
landing ground and a little station on the Hedjaz rail-
way. We found R.A .F. desert tenders ready with petrol,
and after I had landed we filled up. I had lunch off a
sardine or two and biscuits and lemon. This was the
place where the Wahabis were recently shot up by the
armoured cars; about six hundred of them were killed,
as they were chased for 80 miles in one day. Many
more must have perished in the desert for lack of water.
They had committed atrocities and nobody had any
sympathy with them. I found some small pale mauve
desert lilies growing in the dry mud of the desert*
Having taken in petrol at Ziza, we took off in the com-
parative heat.
Ziza to El Jid. Ziza is 2,400 feet high, and this
makes climbing out in the afternoon an extremely arduous
process. Saundby took the aeroplane off, and we had to
fly round for about quarter of an hour amongst the hills
before we could climb over the easterly ridge. It was
curious watching the "dunt" indicator* If you approach
a hill down wind in the normal way you get an "up
dunt." You must never approach it up wind or you
may be bounced on to it. We then picked up the track
and flew eastward. The track from Ziza branches into
the track to Amman some way east of these places. We
passed an old Roman fort on the right. Then we fol-
lowed on over the landing grounds C to R. , We passed
by volcanic hills with flat tops, looking dirty and black,
with red mud flats between them, but the main part of the

